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until the Syllabus came to confirm their worst fears and crown
Veuillot's work. It was from the close connection that existed
between L'Univers and Rome that Veuillot gained his un-
doubted importance. Taken by himself he was only, as we
said, a journalist of genius, without one original idea but with
great powers of vivid expression; once see in him the mouth-
piece of an important section of the Catholic Church of his
day and he becomes worthy of consideration; but once realize
that the ideas he defended were in fact those of the Papacy,
that his championship of those ideas contributed not a little
to the crushing of all other points of view out of existence,
and directly encouraged the Pope to erect them into the final
infallible judgment of the Church, and Veuillot earns the right
to be put among the prophets of modern Catholicism.
Of Pius IX.'s admiration and approval of Veuillot's work
and views pages of evidence could be quoted. We have already
referred to his appreciation of L'Illusion liberale as represent-
ing exactly his ideas. "You have always followed the right
course," he wrote in I858,1 and six years later, on the occasion
of Veuillot's publication of a life of Jesus (in answer to Renan's),
the Pope sent him " a letter of which his friends said with
truth that no other person in the world had ever received
from Pius IX. such a testimony of affection, admiration and
gratitude/'2 His visits to the Vatican were for Veuillot a kind
of triumphal march : " caro Veuillot " was perpetually on the
lips of a Pope who once said of him he was " vero defensore
del mie pontificate."3 He was delighted at the reappearance
of L'Univers (after a brief suspension) and said it was a good
work to collaborate thereto.4 And it may be worth noting that
Pius IX.'s direct spiritual successor, Pius X., expressed his
appreciation of Veuillot as " having known how to unmask
Liberal errors hiding in sophistries under the name of freedom,
having scattered the prejudices and ambiguities of Gallicanism,
thrown on the events of half-a-century the pure light of
1	Fie de L. Feuillot, iii., p. 257.
2	Lecanuet, Vie de Montalembert^ iii., p. 380.
3	Ibid., iii., p. 503.
4	Vie de L. Veuillot, iii., p. 550.
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